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New Items from ESO
Information Service
Among the new Items prepared by the
ESO InfomatIan Service, the following
may be of particular interest to the readers of the Messenger:
A video Rm: "The Talls of Comet
Halley" which includes one of the
most spectacular sequences ever
obtained of the development of a
cometary ion tail. From February 26
to May 12,1986, more than 800 CO*
images were obtained by ESO as-

II
One of the mom than 800 images of Halley's GO' tall, shown In the new ESO vlde4 INm.
tronorner Holger Pedersen with a
wide-fletd CCD camera at la Silla.
Duration: -13 min.; Price: 70 DM;
available in VHS, S-VHS, Betacam,
M II; English commentary.
"Dlscoveriries at ESO". A collection of
the 80 ESO Press Releases (and
associated pictures), issued during
the first five years of the ESO Infor-

-

mation Service. Useful as reference
and also for educative purposes. Approximately 200 pages; Price:
25 DM. Available from mid-January
1991.
Orders should be placed with the ESO
Information Service (address on last
page), Please note that the delivery time
wlll be about 4 weeks.

Red Supergiants in Magellanic Cloud Clusters:
a Step Towards Modeling Starburst Galaxies
D. A LLOIN, Observatoire de ParidMeudon, France
E. BICA, UFRGS, Porto Aiegre, Brazil
For the purpose of developing a new
population synthesis technique (Bica,
1988) we collected integrated spectra
for a sample of populous and concentrated star clusters in our Galaxy and in
the Magellanic Clouds.
In the course of this study, we
noticed that one blue cluster, NGC
2004 in the LMC, was displaying a peculiar near IR spectrum with strong T i 0
absorption bands and Call IR triplet.

Having In mlnd the M supergiant phase,
well known from stellar observations
and studied In stellar evolution models,
we wondered about its possible occurrence an 8 large scale and its signature
in the integrated spectrum of NGC
2004. ~ecauseM supergiants represent a tlme-peaked evolutionary stage,
they would abvlously offer an interestIng opportunity to date starbursts in
composite populations. Therefore, we

decided to investigate further this
possibility.

Superf(iants in Star C,ustert
The LMC and SMC being particularly
rich in blue populous clusters {Hodge,
1961), we chose 39 of their brightest
members. As an example, a digital recordlng of NGC 2004 from an €SO sur-

m ESO w y 6 plate, to i l I l l u m the
cdncsntPeted globular appxtmm of our bkre MageIIanle duster sample (after Biea and

Wuw 1: Dlgifal mording of NGC 2 m , h n

tracks for 15 to 30 Ma stars demonstrate that these stars are good candidates for becoming, at some stage*
late M supergim Waeder and Mgynet,
1988), and (ii)evolution of the integrated
light from model star clusters shows a
conspicuous rad phase around 10 Myr if
a small enough time step is used in the
computation (Arimoto and Blca, 1989;
Prlefo, 1990; Schmidt, 1990).
Although the
dependence Is
dominant in Etgure 2, we cannot Ignore
some metalllcity dependence as well, In
pMicular for molecular absorption
bands 8ke Ti0 whid~are msltlve to
Z squared. And Indeed, of the three
star clusters observed R the SMC,
globally -I
metal rich than the LMC,
One cluster NGC 299 appears to be
In the red supergiant phase from Its flat
continuum and strong Call 1R triplet.
Yet, Its W w q value h far from being as
strong as that observed In M C star
clusters golng through the same phase
mg..3).
We wish to underline the difference
between the precise refemnce to M
supergiants and the use of a general red
supergiant term which often refem to
earlier spectral types. Prior stars comespond to the effect we discuss here as a
phase In the Integrated spectrum of
some LMC clusters and are ohenred as
a well-defined clump of stars at (B-V)

eottwl, 1B90).

vey B plate Is shown In FIgure 1 :notice
the c o n c m d globular appearance
of the cluster, quite suitable for obtaining Intagrated Information.
We have performed spectroscopic
observations of the 39 cluster sample a!
the €SO 1.52-m and 2.2-m telescopes,
with a CCD. We used an E-W oriented
long slit and we scanned the slit across
the star cluster h the N-S direction, wer
a spatial extent 15" to W, amording to
the cluster size. The surrounding
background was extractd towards the
edge of the sfit and subtracted from the
star cluster spectrum in a standard way.
The data covered a spectral range from
5600 to 10000 k at a 14 A resolution
pica, Alloin and Santos, 1990).
The age carlibration of the clustm,
d d b e d in detail In the latter reference,was worked out from the relationship between blue-violet coloun and
turnoff ages deduced for a subsample
of blue Magellanic clusters for which an
HR diagram was availabte (Van d m
Bergh, 1981; M e , Wilkinson and
Bagnuolo, 1880, H-B,
1982, f 983).
Remember that the blue-vlolet range ia
essentialty not contarninrtted by the flux
from c d stars and C v q sensitive to
age through the B a l m jump.
The observed spectra in the near IR
-show Indeed a spectacular change with

age, illustrated in Figure 2 for LMC dusters. We Identified two red phasas at
around 10 and 100 My. In Figure 2,
each spectrum, at a glven age, represents In fact a mean of abwt 5 clusters
so as to minimize eventual stmhastic
effects related to the very large luminosity and limitad number of M suprgiants.
The duster grouping has been done
following the age bins delineated in Figure 3 which displays the evolution of the
equivalent width of strong Ti0 bands in
the near IR.
Regarding the late red phase around
IW My, R Is certainly related to luminous AGE stars already identified in the
tMC fidd and In individual LMC blue
clusters (Frogel and Blanco, t 883).Their
quantitative contribution and exact age
range of occurrence remain to be modelk& in detail In the integrated light of
star clustws.
As to the first red phase at 10 Myr, R Is
quite prominent and we Interpret R as
being c a u d by late M supergiants [Alt
loin and Bica, 1989). Previous JHK photometry independentlyshowed the need
for red supergiants to explain the cob
wrs of very young clusters (Person et
al., 1983). A theoretical suppwt to the
interpretation of tlm 10 Myr red phase in
terms of M supergiants comes dong
two different lines: (1) evolutionary

mure 2: 4ge s e q m of the LMC btue
e~ustmshowing their
e w u m in
hnearIR. Notice forha t w o m d p h e s a t
10 and 100 h4yr, the enhanced W (no) and
W(Ca10 as wet/ as the mtlnuum slap8
ahangea (amB/m,AIloln and Santos, f$#j.

Figure 3: Evolution ofthe equlvabnent width of 770 absutptianbands fn the near .#I Opm e l m
refer to &MISblw dwsters and bleek dats ta W 3 SMC blue u/usters.Wm age bins for grouping
elus& specim, as sbown in Fbum 2, hve been drawn.
We have been prompted by the possi-1.7 in the HR diagram of NGC 2004
and MGC 2100 (Robertson, 1974). This ble use of the M superglant signaturn for
dump Is also present In Galactlc open Inmpmtlng c o m p ~ estellar populadustera of similar age at (EV) 1,8 llke
thwe In Mermlllodb composite groups
NQC884,457 and 3766.Such stars are
certainly the product of the evolution of
stars In the mass range 15 to 30 Ma,
depending on mass-lorn rate (Maedw
and Meynd, 1988). It Is interesting to
see that stars more mmslve than 40 %
do not reach, along their avolutlon,
effective temperatures low enough to
produce lvl superglants. Consequently,
eventual red superglants In star clusters
with ages less than 5 Myr, still associated with emitting gas,are not expected
to exhlblt M-type a p M features. This
would explain why the recently detected
HI1 region with strong absorption at the
Call 1Fl triplet, in NQC 3310 verlevlch et
d., 1M0]has no signature of molecular

-

bands.
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Towards Starbursts In Galaxies
Starbursts in galaxies might be qulte
complex and their spectral appearance
cauld depend on maw factors such as:
the burst strength relative to bid populaUon of the underlying gdw, it6
m s t d l l c ~ ,Its age, ha dumtion, the
possiblllty of havlnp a superposltlon of
sucwslve bursts. It Is dear from the
pwvlous d[scusslon a b u t SW olu8tem
that a detailed population sywesis will
be necessary to extract dl this Infmatlon. Such a synthesis should not only
use the 10 and Call triplet In the near
IR, but also other age and metalllclty
dlscrlmlnatocs llke the Bdmer Jumpand
Balmer lines, and metallic lines In the far

mop-

-

mbw,

tions. As a preliminary study, we hew
pmfomed simulations of a statbw5t
occurring on top of an old population
0.a ' '

&

m

rn

m

-)1111

fmm 5 Myr to30
M y of the m p i f e /&!It (6-1 in the near
IR, d a starbust (Bj s u p e r i m W on an oW
popuIatlon galaxy (Q).7hemass ratio of (8) to
(i3) Is 1 $$ In that cam ( a h Bka, Alloh and
SchmMt, iW).
Figure 4: -1

g a h y and followed tlw s p e m evolution of the composite system @im,Alloin and Schmidt, 1990). We have considered various mass ratios of the burst
with respect to the oId population:
0.1%, 1% and 10%. The burst is represented by a star cluster at a given age
and the old population by a red, metal-

rich nuclear galaxy spectrum. The burst
duration, irnpllcit in these simulations, is
that of a single generation star cluster,
hence, amongst the staortest Consequently, we could explore In this work
only the dependences on the burst
strength and age. For illustmtion, we
provide in Figure4 the early evolutionary
stages from 5 to 50 Myr, of the compusite spectrum. Notice the rapid spectral
changes. The dependence on the burst
strength is shown in Figure 5a and b, in
terms of absolute tumlnoslty increase
and colour evolution of the composite
light the stronger the burst, the longer
its impact on the composite system, as
expected.
Ws are not aware that any starburst
galaxy has been detected so far with

10 bands as strong as those observed
in the UvlC btue clusters passing
through the M supergiant phase. This
suggests that starbursts in galaxies are
not timepeaked but rather made of
multiple, successive stellar generations.
Then, Uw absence of the M supergiant
motecutar signature could be understood as the result of dilution effects

the contribution from evolutionary
stages outside the 7 to 12 Myr, which
are free of molecular absorption, will
wash out the molecular bands from
the short-llvlng M supergiant phase at
10 Myr. A weak metalticity in the starburst could contribute also to a weakening of the molacular bands. The M
supergiant phase in a metal-rich composite population could be prominent
only If the burst duration were quite
short and the burst age were wound 10
Myr. In contrast, the near 1R Call triplet
should be a conspicuous feature In
most starbursts, because it is present at
all evolutionary stages from 6 to 500 Myr
(Fig. 2).
We are now in the process of simutatIng starbursts in low-metallicity galaxies
such as dwarf galaxies. In parallel, we
are performing direct population synthesis of a ample of 660 dwarf blue and
red galaxies.
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The Planetary Nebula NGC 3132: a Three-Dimensional
Ionization Model
M. BASSGEN, C.DIESCH, M. GREWING, Astronomisches lnstitut, Tubingen, Germany
1. Introduction
Planetary Nebulae (PNe) are an intermediate stage in the stellar evolution
from a red glant star to a white dwarf of
stars wlth masses between 1 & and
about 8 Ma. Most of the light emitted
from PNe consists of emission lines
from ions excited by the UV radiation of
the hot central star. As the PN consists
of material ejected from the red giant
star during the AGE Phase, investigations of the morphology and the dynamics of PNe can give Information
about the mechanisms that cause the
mass loss from the red giant star.
The major problem investigating the
morphology of PNe is the fact that there
is no simple way to get the three-dimensional density distribution In the
nebulae. As PNe are optically thin in the
light of emission lines, two-dimensional
lmages show the Integrated flux emitted
from all locations in the line of sight into
the direction to the observer. Thus there
are several three-dimensional density
distributions leading to the same monochromatic image. But most PNe show
strong evidence that a spherically

symmetric density distribution cannot
match with the monochromatic images.
Statistical methods lead to systems
assuming several PN morphologies repreeenting different evolutionary stages
in some morphotoglcal classes (Balick,
1987, in which a lot of PNe seem to f?t in
easily, but it is difficult to justify whether
a shgb PM really shows a specific morphology or not.
One possibility to check at least the
consistency of a glven density distribution for a single PM is to compare images taken from that PN tn the light of
d i i e n t ionization stages of several elements with artificial images calculated
with three-dirnenslonal ionization models. Assuming a given density dlstdbution, it is possible to calculate the
ionization equllibrlurn at each location,
depending on the temperature, the
UV ff ux from the central star and monochromatic images, that can be cornpared to observed monochromatic
images.
The observational methods for PNe
made a big progress In the last years.
With the availabilii of sensitive CCD

detectors combined with narrow interference filters it is easily possible to
obtain monochromatic Images of PNe
with high spatial resolution. At IA Silla
this can be done e.g. with the 2.2-117
telescope. Even Images in the weak
lines like 0111 463.3 nrn and sometimes
Hell 4886 can be obtained in most
cases with exposure tlmes less then 30
minutes. The extended old PNe can at
least be imaged In the bright lines like
0111 500.7 nm and NII 658.4 nm. With
the B&C spectrographs of the 2.2-m
and 1-52-mtelescopes combined with
CCD detectom R Is possible to get spectra of different positions inside the PN.
With the 22.4 nmtmm grating at the
1.52-rn telescope (15 prn high resolution
CCD) we obtained spectra (each In the
range from about 400 nm-700 nm) with
exposure times between 1 and 30
minutes. The spectral resolution of this
grating Is sufficient to separate the Important emission lines we n # d for comparison with our model ealculatlons. So
the observational presuppositions are
given to improve the old spherically
symmetric model calculations.

